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  . . is hired by the ship's owner to guard Trip and her friend . . . . . On the ship, Monkey is coerced into participating in slavery
by the owner's sons and accomplice . . . . . Plot The ship's captain loses control of the ship when an 18-year-old man, James
Wilson, leads an insurrection against him. After being set adrift at sea, Trip and Monkey fall into the hands of a trio of slave
traders, who are intent on selling them to the highest bidder. Trip's situation deteriorates into psychological terror as she is
forced to help manhandle her fellow slaves. The slave traders tend to employ the most physically powerful slaves in their

service. When Monkey refuses to participate in their brutality, he is beaten, and the other slaves shun him. Monkey kills the
slave trader but he is attacked and beaten by Trip when he returns to her to demand they flee the ship. Upon reaching port,

Monkey, aided by Trip, manage to escape the slave traders, but Trip is recaptured. Before the ship departs, Trip's friend, Kit, is
sold to another slave trader. Monkey, now left on his own, is lost at sea. Cast John Ashton as Monkey Isadora Duncan as Trip
Walter Hiers as Captain of the ship Production Duncan, a prominent dancer, choreographer, and filmmaker, was drawn to the
material after seeing an incomplete cut of the film. She used the film as the basis for her choreography for the New York City
Ballet’s first major exhibition, American Ballet Theatre’s "China," which had its premiere at the Metropolitan Opera House in

April 1931. She did the same for her 1933 ballet A Trip to China, which was performed in New York City. Duncan and Ashton
had worked together on Duncan's ballet The Rite of Spring, which was performed the same year and drew a near-riot when it

premiered in New York City. Release Duncan's next dance film was a documentary entitled Duncan and Fokine: A
Retrospective. The film was first shown in Boston at the Boston Cinema Art Society on September 27, 1931. The film then

opened in New York City on November 19, 1931. Reception Allmovie called the film a "rare and stark statement". References
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